interlude
from ludus
something about a play
/play

the play between things
chapters, themes, motifs...
ludicrous comes from ludus

perhaps to play then is ludicrous
the world is not meant for it

no time for play:
death, and all that,

or –

A VIDEO INTERLUDE
A VIDEO
INTERLUDE
A
VIDEO
INTERLUDE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L4e1cVbMClU
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world is warm, everyone is aglow. This light of the
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sky is a glowing light. The man is in Afghanistan.
The light is so warm, almost like in Taos.
The sky is filled with tiny kites.The men are holding spools. They make darting pullover hand
motions – faster than the video can capture in 29
frames a second.

There is an openness in the idea of sky. There is
“airspace,” and then there is sky. Sky is an effect of
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the light. Light belongs to no nation.
A kite is a flag to the wind. To an unknown nation.
A ludic nation. A flag to no nation at all that has
ever been. A flag only to the wind and to the light.
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Instructions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQkS4av1qq8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCy_65Isuyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktUZs6V_TZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwpNdJ5Vhco

In the video you see a man holding a kite. The
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Video playlist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bk1Psm44GBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5x5VUK7Kx8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKEQblsRUWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sl3qWHkqfI8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SHnQL_fBi1k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jdB8Ev7iWHE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkGo3duwc44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MM6YLN3-qn8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcDxflcAndY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmiSSFJccBQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA-4wcaRM9w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6WYPpGJQd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QT4-V9WyPeA
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